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Abstract—Problems with joint attention are core features of
autism spectrum disorders. Here, we investigated changes in the
pupil diameter of children with ASD and typically developing
children, when they initiate joint attention with a gaze contingent
avatar. 31 participants with ASD and 33 TD matched controls,
directed the avatar’s gaze to face images. We sought to use the
pupil diameter as a metric to differentiate these two groups.
We will show the difference in pupil behaviour through an
unsupervised k-means classification.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Joint attention (JA) occurs when two people coordinate
their focus of attention to the same object or event. This
is typically achieved using cues such as eye gaze, gesture
and vocalisation during a social interaction. JA interactions
comprise responding to JA (RJA) and initiating JA (IJA) [7].
RJA involves following cues to an indicated referent object and
IJA involves directing another’s attention to indicate a referent
object. The ability to successfully coordinate JA develops early
in infancy and is vital for the development of language and
communication skills [2], [7], [13].
Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is characterised by difficul-
ties with social interaction and communication and restrictive
repetitive behaviours. Children with ASD can demonstrate
deficits and delays in JA. This is manifested as reduced
eye contact and limited use of RJA and IJA [8]. Eye gaze
is one of the most important social cues for JA. As such,
many eye-tracking studies have investigated viewing patterns
of individuals with ASD when presented with faces and social
scenes. These studies suggest that although individuals with
ASD attend to and follow eye gaze, they may demonstrate
reduced visual attention to faces and eyes [11] and spend less
time viewing objects gazed at by others in social scenes [4],
[5], [11]. Indeed, in previous work, we found differences in
gaze behaviour suggesting different viewing strategies between
ASD and typically developing (TD) groups when completing
a memory task under JA with an interactive avatar [6]. As
well as a typical gaze behavior, children with ASD may also
demonstrate different pupil diameters than their TD peers. For
example, [1] found comparatively smaller average pupil diame-
ters in children with ASD when viewing images of landscapes,
toys, animal faces and children’s faces. This difference was
highly significant when participants were looking at children’s
Fig. 1: Presentation of an IJA trial. 1. Initiation look, the avatar gazes
forward waiting for participant’s reference look. Red boxes represent
the areas of interest of the task. 2. Participant chooses placeholder by
making reference look to one placeholder. After participant fixation
of ≥200ms on one placeholder, the avatar makes head turn to the
same placeholder. Duration of head turn: 640ms 3. Images appear
for 1000ms, when images disappear the avatar remains fixated on
empty placeholder for 400ms. 4. Sharing look, the avatar returns his
gaze to the participant.
faces. Conversely, [3] suggest no differences in pupil diameter
between children with ASD and TD when presented with
upright adult faces and significantly increased pupil dilation
in the ASD group for inverted faces only.
Changes in the average pupil diameter or pupillometry are
thought to be reflective of autonomic arousal level and can
be used to estimate cognitive load [10], which quantifies the
person’s attentional workload. Cognitive load or workload can
be identified, with concentration associated with a more dilated
pupil diameter and not concentrating associated with a more
constricted pupil diameter (e.g. when driving a car [9]). During
story-telling and looking at a NAO robot, [12] found that the
percentage of time the pupils are dilated maximally is quite
low (under 15%), but the constricted pupil diameter is almost
non-existent (below 2 %). In the current paper we analysed the
pupil diameter data from our previously reported JA memory
task [6]. Here we focused on the IJA condition when faces
were the stimuli to be memorized. We aim to determine any
differences in pupil behaviour between children with ASD and
TD to distinguish between the groups.
II. DATA ANALYSIS
For the data analysis we calculated the mean change of the
pupil diameter during the 1000 msec show-target period for
each trial, giving 62 data points, when children were asked to
focus on and memorise the face image in the IJA condition.
We discarded all trials in which we did not capture at least
92% of the pupil diameter data.
To guarantee that the biological difference between eyes
does not effect our results, we first calculated, for each trial, the
smallest and largest pupil diameter and scaled the data to be
between 0 and 100% with regards to these values. Furthermore,
to cope with the noise of the raw-data we performed a
smoothing of the raw-data by using a window of N=5 data




(x(i) + x(i− 1)...+ x(i−N)).
Based on this we performed a k-means clustering of the data.
A. k-means clustering
For the k-means clustering a specified number of cluster
centres are randomly generated and then data points are added
to the cluster which they are closest to. The cluster centre then
moves to the average point of the cluster and then data points
are reassigned to the cluster centre they are closest too. This
reassignment is done repeatedly until clusters are stable.
We performed this classification with different amounts of
clusters with between 2 and 6 clusters. The ASD data is
clustered into three clusters, 3 was chosen because larger
numbers simply subdivided existing clusters into obviously
visually similar sub-clusters. For the TD data it was clustered
into 5 clusters for the same reasons, when selecting 3 clusters
for the ASD data, the resulting clusters, where showing clearly
different curves clustered together.
Each data series of 62 points was fitted with an X3 polynomial
using ”numpy” ”polyfit” [14], [16], as was each cluster centre.
This is plotted on the graph as a solid red line. The solid blue
line is produced by calculating the polynomials of either all-
data or the test-set of data and dividing by the number of
either all or test series accordingly. For all data, this line aligns
perfectly with the cluster centre polynomial as the cluster
centre was calculated using these data. For the test data, the
cluster centre was calculated using all data so we see a slight
difference between the cluster centre polynomial and the test
average polynomial. I.e. the centre of the test data does not
align perfectly with the centre of all data.
III. RESULTS
A. ASD results
Looking at Figure 2 which includes all data from the
children diagnosed with ASD one can find 3 clearly different
behaviours of the pupil diameter. The left graphic in Figure
2 shows what is reported in the literature as behaviour of the
pupil dilation when the eye experiences a change of lighting
– pupillary light reflex (PLR) ( e.g. [15]). We can therefore
assume based on our setup these children were looking at a
dark area until the image appeared there, thus looking at the
image as a result.
Hence, we can see that in the second cluster formed we find
again a pupil constriction on average, but this might be due
to other influences than purely the light change in the eye.
One could imagine that this is due to a different behaviour of
the children, e.g. looking back and forth between two areas of
interest (AOI’s) like at the Avartar and the face image.
Moreover, when looking at the right graphic of Figure 2, we
find that the pupil of the children is instead opening from a
more constricted state. This might be caused by focusing on
a different location than before, but it is not clear to us at this
point in detail what might have caused this behaviour.
In Figure 3 the test-set of our overall data set was fitted into
the clusters to see how different the clusters might become
when dealing with less data points.
Particularly the last cluster (right graphic), we can see a big
difference between the red and blue solid line, which represent
the cluster centre of each cluster (red) and the average
polynomial of the test data (blue). Nevertheless, the trend of
behaviour stays the same.
Overall, we believe that these 3 clusters represent a good
classification of pupil behaviour in children with ASD facing
the task at hand.
B. TD results
In Figure 4 a classification of all data from the typical
developing children into 5 clusters is presented. These 5
clusters show different behaviours of their pupil dilation over
the 1000 msec (62 frames) of recorded data.
The first graphic in Figure 4 (left most graphic) a similar pupil
behaviour as the one in the middle cluster of the ASD results
in Figure 2,3 (middle graphic) is presented. It is particularly
interesting that the cluster centre (red line) of this cluster is
very similar to the average polynomial of the test data for the
ASD participants (blue).
The middle graphic of the top row and the left graphic of the
bottom row show similarities in the TD data set. However, they
appear to be shifted in time comparing the details. The bottom
left graphic could be interpreted as showing the behaviour of
the top middle graphic but starting approximatly 10 frames
later in terms of recording. Furthermore, it appears that the
pupil is constricting faster than in the cluster represented by
the top middle graphic.
When looking into the last graphic on the top row and the last
graphic on the bottom row of Figure 4, we can see both a
very slow constricting behaviour (see top right graphic) and a
very slow pupil opening behaviour during this 1000 msec. As
well as with the right graphics in Figure 2,3 we are uncertain
what this behaviour is caused by, further examination of gaze
position data may reveal this and provide concrete explanations
of the other behaviours too.
Finally, looking into Figure 5, which presents a test-set drawn
from our overall data from the TD participants, we find some
deviation between the originally assigned cluster centre (solid
red line) and the average polynomial of the test data (blue) of
the test-set of the TD participants. The strongest deviation can
be found in the top left graphic and the bottom right graphic.
The trend in the bottom left is similar as the one we found
in the ASD comparable cluster. The one in the bottom right
Fig. 2: The solid red-line represents the cluster centre of each cluster, the solid blue-line the average polynomial of the
cluster. The data of all the ASD participants was split into 3 cluster, which contain 72, 31 and 14 trials.
Fig. 3: The solid red-line represents the cluster centre of each cluster, the solid blue-line the average polynomial of the
cluster. The data of the test-set of the ASD participants was split into the same 3 cluster based on the classification of all
data, which contain 36, 16 and 6 trials.
Fig. 4: The solid red-line represents the cluster centre of each cluster, the solid blue-line the average polynomial of the
cluster. The data of all the TD participants was split into 5 cluster, which contain 40, 75, 14, 48 and 11 trials.
Fig. 5: The solid red-line represents the cluster centre of each cluster, the solid blue-line the average polynomial of the
cluster. The data of the test-set of the TD participants was split into the same 5 cluster based on the classification of all data,
which contain 29, 51, 12, 32 and 6 trials.
graphic, presents a trend that shows the uniqueness of this
cluster.
Overall, the pupil behaviour of TD children throughout this
1000 msec show more diverse behaviour.
IV. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
In our results we found that typically developing children
demonstrate more variation in their pupil dilation behaviour.
In previously presented work [6] we found that TD children
performed better at memorising the images presented to them.
This might be due to diversification of behaviour throughout
the described task.
Furthermore, the relation between pupil diameter behaviour
and the estimated cognitive load has been discussed e.g. by
Palinko et. al. [10]. Children with ASD show less deviation in
their behaviour, to identify the full difference one needs to look
at the multifaceted data of pupil changes and gaze direction
of the performed task.
For future work we will use the results we found to create a
feedback model for robots that will be able to address the 3
behaviours shown in TD and ASD behaviour. This will allow a
smooth interaction and address inattentive behaviour, through
an appropriate feedback strategy. This model will also allow
for the possibility of eliciting the 2 TD clustered behaviours
which the ASD group do not show, from the ASD group
through slow adjustments of the robots behaviour.
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